Improve Your Communication Projects at the

Global Communication Center

We offer communication consulting
on written, visual and oral projects

GCC tutors use research-based strategies that
will help you improve your project at any stage

Your learning is our top priority

We provide innovative communication instruction
and support to students and faculty.

Our goal is to help students develop a rhetorical awareness that enables them to navigate
and respond to a variety of communication
problems in diverse contexts.

Our highly trained staff are experienced in a wide
range of academic genres, from humanities to
the STEM disciplines.

Visit Us

Whether your project is written, oral, or visual,
our research-based strategies will help you communicate more effectively.

Choose from a wide variety of tutoring
methods to suit your individual needs
One-on-one Individual tutoring sessions offer feedback
at every stage of the composing process,
from brainstorming to final drafts.

First Floor, Hunt Library
Monday-Thursday 11am-8pm
Sunday 5-8pm
From brainstorming and content development to revising and
editing, we offer free tutoring for any student, at any level, from
any academic discipline.

Make an Appointment

412.268.9633
www.cmu.edu/GCC
gcc-cmu@andrew.cmu.edu

We help graduate and undergraduate students
working on a diverse range of projects:

eTutoring With flexible eTutoring appointments, you
receive a detailed feedback video recorded with screen capture technology.

Group Our group tutoring sessions are tailored to
Tutoring helping you manage group projects and
communicate with your team members.

Workshops Our campus-wide workshops offer tips

for crafting research posters, PowerPoint
presentations, and more.

Bootcamps For doctoral students, our week-long bootcamps help you jump-start the process of
writing your dissertation.

Academic

Class Essays
Journal Articles
Research Posters
Dissertations
Lab Reports
Literature Reviews
Conference Talks

Professional

Tech Reports
Data Visualization
Application Materials
Grant Proposals
Powerpoint Slides
Oral Presentations
Team Projects

“ With help from GCC tutors, I started

paying more attention to sentence structure,
paragraph linking, and other critical style
issues. I truly recommend that all students
take advantage of this great service.”
-Architecture PhD Candidate

